Spring 2022 Study Marathon Schedule

9am - 6pm, Saturday, May 14, 2022

Please refer to Math Gym portal for tutor Zoom links

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9:00-10:00</th>
<th>10:00-11:00</th>
<th>11:00-12:00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Nikolay Maslov
  Brandon Castillo
  Jose Garcia | Nikolay Maslov
  Brandon Castillo
  Jose Garcia | Nikolay Maslov
  Brandon Castillo
  Jose Garcia |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>12:00-13:00</th>
<th>13:00-14:00</th>
<th>14:00-15:00</th>
<th>15:00-16:00</th>
<th>16:00-17:00</th>
<th>17:00-18:00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Nikolay Maslov
  Brandon Castillo
  Jose Garcia | Nikolay Maslov
  Brandon Castillo
  Jose Garcia | Akram Samweil
  Nikolay Maslov
  Brandon Castillo
  Jose Garcia | Akram Samweil
  Nikolay Maslov
  Brandon Castillo
  Jose Garcia | Christian Cuevas
  Nikolay Maslov
  Brandon Castillo
  Jose Garcia | Christian Cuevas
  Nikolay Maslov
  Brandon Castillo
  Jose Garcia |

Note: Due to an increased frequency of Zoombomings, we are increasing security. You will now need to sign in to Zoom using your Coyote ID and CSUSB email.